categories of interventions

environmental modifications

This resource offers three different antecedent
intervention types to implement into a space to
reduce or eliminate an undesirable behavior. The
three main categories suggested below are using
color to create zones, using color to capture the
attention of a child, and using color to reward a child.

Below are a variety of environmental modifications
that parents or educators can implement in a space.

avoid

Here are some examples of modifications
that should be avoided in a space.

zoning
Color can be used in a space to create separate
zones where different activities are taking place. The
activity can be taught and then associated with a color
so the child knows what activity takes place where.
This promotes independence and simple direction
following.

attention

Zones can be created by adding colored rugs to
a space

Zones can be created by painting a surface to
help divide up a single space

Avoid using only one color in a room. This can
create confusion and lack of visual depth

Adding a color to a door can capture the
attention of a child before the door is opened

Colored lights can be used to capture the
attention of a child with ASD. The different
colors can be associated with different actions

Avoid using too many contrasting colors in a
space as they can be distracting to a child with
ASD

Special colored furniture in a space can be used
as a reward

Provide a special place or area that it filled with
the child’s favorite colored items for them to
engage with

Using too many colored rewards in a child’s
environment may increase distraction and make
it harder for the child to focus

Color can be used to capture the attention of a child
with ASD. This can create visual cues when different
behaviors need to stop or continue. Using colors in
this way can catch the attention of a child before
getting into a potentially dangerous situation.

reward
Color can be used an a reward to incentivise a specific
behavior. Implementing your child’s favorite color in
a space in order to encourage a behavior is one way to
use color as a reward for the child.

helpful definitions

additional resources

Hue:
Hue is another word for color.

American Academy of Pediatrics
https://www.aap.org/en/community/aap-sections/developmentaland-behavioral-pediatrics/

Value:
Value is the amount of light (white) or dark
(black) in a color.

A guide for parents and educators

Autism Learn
https://www.autismlearn101.com/
Autism NOW
https://autismnow.org/

Saturation:
Saturation is the vividness of a color.

Bloom and Grow
http://www.bloomandgrow.com/

Warm colors:
Warm colors are associated with the sun and
fire. These colors evoke warm feelings in
people. Warm colors include red, yellow, and
orange. Warm colors are typically advancing
colors.

My Autism Team
https://www.myautismteam.com/

Cool colors:
Cool colors evoke a calming or soothing
feeling. Cool colors include green, blue, and
violet. Cool colors are typically receding colors.
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Recede:
Recede is to move away. When a color is
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Advance:
Advance is to move towards. When a color is
advancing the space typically feels smaller.
Antecedent Intervention:
Antecedent interventions are strategies that
involve modifying the environment to reduce
undesirable behaviors.

color works

ways to introduce color

Below are some ways that color can be introduced into
a space.

Zoning:
Zoning involves creating separate areas within
- Plants
a space.

- Accent wall
- Toys
- Rugs
- Books
- Furniture
- Personal artwork
- Light fixtures
- Colored paper or fabric - Curtains
- Borders
- Shelving accessories
- Colored tape
- Pillows
- Storage bins
- Blankets
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introduction

Color in a space is all about balance. Too much color
can overstimulate an individual while too little color
can create a sense of confusion. For some children
with Autism Spectrum Disorder, many of their
senses are hyper sensitive making it challenging for
them to function in our overstimulated world that
we live in.
This guide is a resource for parents and educators
to understand some basic terminology of color,
provide different ways that color can be introduced
in a classroom or home setting, and suggest
different color-based environmental interventions
to implement.

